CHAPTER 10

Cortical neurocomputation,
languageand cognition
RobertW. Kentridge

Introduction
Understandingor producing natural languagerequires considerablecomputational power. Although we cannotspecifypreciselywhat theserequirementsare,
it is clear that they differ qualitatively from the simplest formal grammars. I
argue that the computation taking place in most artificial neural networks as they
processstimuli 'online' catrnotexceedthe power ofthese simple regular grammars so alternativemodelsof linguistic neuocomputationmust be sought. One
aiternative framework for neurocomputation,pattern formation in networks with
criticai dynamics,is investigated.The resultsof reconstructionsofthe symbolic
dynamicsof one of thesenetworkssuggeststhat they may indeedbe capableof
implerirenting qualitatively more powerful forms of computationthat natural languageprocessingrequires.
Any processcan, in principle, be describedin formal computationalterms.
Chomsky (1963) defrneda hierarchicalclassificationof different classesof formal computation which qualitatively distinguishesprocessesin terms of the types
of grammars necessaryto generate(or parse)different behaviours.This hierarchy can also be defined in terms of the automataequivalent to these grammars
(Table10.1).
formal
classes
andtheirequivalent
Table10.1 TheChomskyhierarchyof grammatical
machine
types.
Grammar
Type 0
Type 1
Tvpe 2
Type 3

Machine

Unrestricted
Turing machine
Context-sensitive
Linear-boundedautomaton
Context-free
Pushdownstack automaton
Regular
Finite-state automaton (rse)

Machine description
FsA with infinite tape
nse with finite tape
FsA with stack
Bare FsA
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This is a strict hierarchy, no grarnmar in it can accept (or produce.rbc!ra:'r:r::
only describableby a higher-level grammar. Becausethe hierarch;-is aq;rlr
applicable to the generation and the parsing of behaviours we can us€ ir ro u:the propertiesof unknown systemswhich generateparticular trehavioun ::r=
the classofcomputation required to parse thosebehaviours.Ia other *o:cs. ::
we can only meaningfirlly interpret a code produced by an uokno*'n rull-::with a context-free grammar then we know that the machine cannotb€ dcs::u
by a regular grarrmar (or finite-state automaton), it must be performilg ;,-=7tation of at least context-free power in order to generate this behaviour ,-:::r-.
of coursewe are interpreting "information" which was never encodedin ubci:=
place!).
Although it is not currently a popular area of research, one of rhe cclrr
questionsaddressedby cognitive scientistsin the 1960sand early 1970snas =
position of natural languagein the Chomsky hierarchy of formal grammars, li r
reasonably certain that natural language generation requires compula!:.d:power abovethe lowest level of the hierarchy, regular grammar. It is less:.cs
how the generativepower of natural languageis restricted relative to the L:g
ciassof the hierarchy(e.g. seeWinograd 1983: 174-5). Nevertheless.*'e n:ci
assert that since humens generateand undentand nafural language,and presu=.
ably use 1fosirhains to do it, then one behaviour which we can assumea ffi:.of human brain finction should exhibit is the ability to perform the compr:rrcc
necessaryto parse or generatenatural language. In other words, its inrnosx
computatioDalpower should exceedthat of regular grammars.
Neural networks
The dominant approach to modelling linguistic and cognitive processesuscd :.be based around systemsof symbolic propositions. Such 'traditional' anifr:r
intelligence systemscould clearly implement computationabove the po*er .-:
regular grammars. They did, however, encountermany other problems rL:
dealing with ambiguous or incomplete information. Artificial neural nerlortr.
on the other hand, are well suited to dealing with such imperfect stimuli and b.arr
the added appealthat they may provide us witl some insights into-t$ibiolosxr
:.
implementation of cognition.
Artificial neural networks consist of a large number of "neuron-like' e.ements connectedtogether by lilks tbrough which the activity of one unir ini';encesthe activities of those it is connectedto. Entities are representd i! Erl:znetworks as pattenrs of activation in theseunits. The strength of the connectrcrs
between unis determines how the pattern of activity in the network ch:nges :
responseto atr input stimulus, Depending on the arrangementof connectionsibc
effect of an external input can either propagate through the network in a singc
pass, or, if some of the connectionsfeed back into the net, then irs effecs qr
develop over time (perhapsforever). In this way the pattern of activitv produccd
in some of the units by an externally applied stimulus, together, perhaps. *'i:h
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the initial stateof the network, evolve to produce a new paftern of activity which
representsthe network's "interpretation" of the stimulus. Given an appropriate
method of adjusting the strengthsof the connectionsbetween units a neural net
can be made to classifu sti:nuli and produce usefirl outputs even if the stimulus is
incompleteor quite novel.
Many methodsof adjustingconnectionsftengthsin neural networks have been
devised, and have beenusedto solve real problems.This appearsto be a very
promising situation; however, some more detailed consideration of the way in
which knowledge is representedin neural networks reveals potentially serious
problems.
The problem of representing rules and relations in neural networks
There are two broad classesof #ural nets. those in which a unit in the net
"stands for' some quality (e.g. "redness", "having feathers"), and those in
which some "input" units standfor qualities of the stimulus (perhapsin terms of
a sensory map, or perhaps in terms of more abstract qualities assumedto have
been analyzedat an earlier stage)and some "output" rrnits stand for qualities
of the system'sinterpretationof the stimulus(e.g. "is a fire engine", "can fly",
*is
a connectedfigure", etc.), but most units are "hidden" and, although the
relationship between input and oulput dependson them, they have no explicit
individual meanitrg - their responseto particular stimuli is determined by the
algorithm used to construct appropriate cotrlections in the net. In both cases,
however, the representationof a stimulus in the network, unlike its representation in a symbolic system, is not arbitrary - it is dependent,albeit indirectly, on
some qualities of the stimulus itself reflected in the coding of the stimulus in the
input to the network. As representationsare not arbitrary atrd are distributed
over the whole network it is not possibleto distinguish between a stateof the network which representsthe presenceof two separateobjects and one which represents a single complex object. The consequenceofthis is very serious - there is
not only a problem representingmultiple objects, it is also follows that it is
equally hard to represent any relation between objects, and hence any rule. As
Fodor & Pylyshyn (1988) argue, modelsof thinking require systematicrepresentation of knowledge at a very minimum - that is, knowledge representedin a
manner which allows generalizablerelationsto be represented.This does not
appear to be the casefor most neural networks.
Representing multiple

objects in networks

One obvious method of allowing multiple representationto exist in a net, which
is the first step towards encoding relations and nrles, is to separate representations in time. This principle can be applied either sequentially, so that represetrtationsof items and relations follow one another, or in parallel, so that
representationsof multiple items and relations exist together in the nenvork but
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are distinguished on the basis of the temporal characteristics of their emodmg
(for example in terms of the relative phase or oscillation frequency sf rrnri5
involved in particular representations).In general, rule representationh2( bc!:l
the explicit aim of networks using parallel temporal coding schemes{e.g
von der Malsburg & Bieuenstock1986, Shastri& Ajjanagadde1989, Shastri&
Ajjanagadde 1993), while it emerges and may not even be recognized tc
networks which identify strucfuresover time. Thesenetworks are, however.
capable, in principle, of encoding relations between items as well.
Computational

power and network dynamics

There are then a number of methodswhich, either in principle or in practice. ere
capable of allowing neural networks to represent relations between objecs
Before conSideringwhat types of computation these methods can, in principlc.
implement we must avoid a possible confision. It has been shown that purell
feedforward networlc with at least one "hidden" layer of units are, in pririplc.
capable of approximating any function in their mapping of input onto oupur
States(Hornik et al. 1990). This correspondsto the highest level of the Choostf
hierarchy - unrestricted grammar. I would like, however, to draw a distinctim
betweenthe computationperformed by a neual rctwork as it respondsto sdmuli
('on-line" computation) and the computation performed by the combined prc
cessesof training the network and preprocessingthe stimuli combined with tbc
trefwork's responseto those stimuli. Although a feedforward network ma1
behave as a universal firnction approximation, the Detwork's respoilie to stimulr
is essentiallyjust a matter of table look-up (which can be conceived of as a veD'
simple regular grammar in which 4 singls transition is made from each starting
state to a correspondingtermhal state). The computation which makesthis ablc
look-up interpretable as an unrestricted grammar actually takes place during
1foslnining of the network. Given sufficient fiaining and enough units. a
feedforward network could be trained to decode messagesproduced by a stacl
automaton for example. The network is not, however, learning an algorithm, it
is learning a set of input/output mappings. If we present the network wirh a
coded messagewhich it has not been exposedto during g'eining, the extrapolation or interpolation of the function it has learned may not produce an appro.
priate output. Consider the extremes of representationwhich a feedforward ret
could apply to the problem. One possibility is that each starting state could bc
mapped onto an output consisting of the complete decoding of the message.Ar
the other extreme, each symbol in the messagecould be mapped qalq x 5ingls
decoded symbol and a new "context" added to the next symbol of code to be
processed.The fust schemeis likely to fail to produce generalization as there is
no way of simply partitioning input patterns (which is all a feedforward network
can do) in order to uncover the regularities salient to a correct decoding. On tbe
other hand, the single-symbol approachis likely to fail because,while the ouqtr
required in responseto a novel input state is related to generalizablefeatures in
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the pattern of the input, this relationship is ambiguousunless it is set in the context of more than one prior code symbol.
Having put "computation" in networks with no feedback, and hence no
dynamics, to one side, let us now consider the behaviour of dynamic networks in
a computationalframework. The behaviourof networks with dynamics is not
just dependenton the stimuii to which they are exposedat any irstant, but also on
their prior state. If we wish to make inferencesabout the computational power of
networks it is important to establishhow far this dependenceof responseson the
processing of prior stimuli extendsback in time. There is a clear computational
distinction between systernsin which the transitions between states depend on
current state and input - fiirite-state automata, and those in which state transitions depend on crurent input and a potentially infinite history ofprior states pushdown stack automata, linear-boundedautomata,Turing machines, etc. (the
distinctions between these latter types derive from constraints on the construction of the state histories they can use). What implication does this argument
have for information processingwith dynamic neural networks?
Information is often represented in dynamic neural networks as point
attractorsin the network's dynamics.From any given startingstate,the stateof
the network evolves towards the attractor state whose basin of attraction the
starting state happensto be in. The rules used to determine where attractors are
formed and the addition of noise and other constraintsallow this general scheme
to be used in a wide variety ofproblems (e.g. pattern recognition or contentaddressablememory (Hopfield 1982), optimization (Hopfield & Tank 1985) and
constraint satisfaction(Ackley et d. 1985)). ln computationalterms the "normal" way sf using thesenetworks is qf minimal computational power. The transition from an arbitrary starting state to an encoded attractor state is simply a
mapping, just as the behaviour of the feedforward network was. If, however, we
ask the question of how a subsequentstimulus might affect the network the situation becomesa little more interestitrg. If this new stimulus perturbs the statesof
some, but not all, of the neuronsin the network then the basin of attraction which
the network will consequentiallyfrnd itself in dependson both the new stimulus
and the prior state of the network. The transitions from basin of attraction to
basin of attraction (which are the informationally significant subdivisions of the
network's states)dependon the history ofthe network. This dependenceis, however, only the "single-step" dependenceof a finite-state machine, not the arbitrarily long time dependenceof more powerful stack or tape machines. This
becomes clear when we consider the nature of affractors. The reason that
attractors are useful information-processingtools is that their use allows a
system to selectively throw away "irrelevant" information. A1l of the different
statesof a systemwithin one basin of atEaction are reduced1s n single attracting
state. Once the network has reachedone of theseattracting statesno information
remains which can distinguish where in that state's basin of attraction the network had previouslybeen.When a systemmakesa transitionto a nerpattractor,
all information of its prior statesis therefore lost. The direct dependenceof the
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responseof an attractor network to a stimulus cannot therefore extendbe1'ond:s
current state. Exactly the same argument can be applied to networks which sr+'
port multiple linit cycle or chaotic attractors as opposedto point attractors (as dc
various recurretrt error-propagatingnetworks (Pearlmutter 1988, Williams &
Zipser 1989)) - the point is that once the systemhas convergedonto one of a r:
of attractors it cannot directly recover information about which other memben
of the set it has visited or when it did so.
Any system using attractors to represetrtthe informationally significant subdivisions of its state spacedoes trot appearcapableof supportingcompuulroc
above the level of finite-state automata. Nevertheless,physical dynamic s)-stflns
which have greater computational power clearly exist, and some natural examples appearto have neural network processors.How can their dynamics be barnessedfor computrtion if not in terms of a sequenceof attractor trrnsitions?
Much ha3 been made in recent work on information processing in compler
dynamical systemsof the importance of "the edge of chaos" (Packard 198E.
Crutchfield & Yorng 1989, Crutchfield & Young 1990, Mitchel et al. 1993,
Phenomenologically, the interesting thing about physical systenrs undergoing
"slow', "second-order"or "critical" phasetransitions(one of which involves
being at "the edge of chaos") is that their behaviour is dependenton interactioa.
between their components which extend over arbitrary distances of space ar,
time (e.g. see de Gennes1975, Uzunov 1993). In terms of the computetiooai
consequencesof dynamics we have been discussingthis is very interesting simc
it implies that under theseconditions dynamical systemsmay implement comErtation of greater power than finite-state automata.In some macroscopicphysica
systems these long-range interactions manifest themselves in the formation of
coherent spatiotemporal pattems (e.g. see Nicolis & Prigogine 1989). The formation of these patterns in systemscomposedof billions of interacting components indicates that long-range ilteractions between componetrts at phasc
trrnsitions can greatly simplify the dynamics of complex systems- some rclatively low-dimensional dynamics are governing the behaviour of the system. as
opposedto those in which the system'scomponetrtsbehavemore or less intependently. There are nvo quite different ways in which fluctuations (which, for
our pulposes, may be the stimuli we occasionally inject into a nework) can
effect pattern-forming systems - multistability and defects (see Gaponor'Greklrov & Rabinovich (1992: ch.4) for an excellent concise review). Effecs
which operate via multistability essentially move the system from a regime rn
which one type of panern is stable into a regime where a different type of panern
is stable. Although it can be difficult to conceptualizecomplex pattern-forming
systems in terms of simple attractors, these different pattern-forming statesarc
slsar rnalsgsss of attractors and, just as we argued in the case of multipleattractor systems, informalion processingacting through fluctuations whicb
move a systembetweenstable pattern-forming modes cannot be more powerful
than that of finite-state automata. In cotrtrast to effects operating throug!
multistability, fluctuations which produce defects do not result in the wholqsale
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replacementof one mode of behaviour by another. Defects are boundaries
betweenareaswhosedynamicsdiffer in someway. Theseareasmay be forming
different types of patterns, or they may be forming different variants on the same
pattern (just as defectsin crystals separateregions of the crystal lattice which are
out of register with one another). Once formed, defectscan move and may either
spread or decay. Most importantly, an existing defect can influence the effect
that a fluctuation has on a systemand, although it may be changedin someway if
the fluctuation induces a ne'w defect, the origi:ral defect is not inevitably
destroyed. If we wish to think about information processingusing defects in
terms of attractors it is sinplest to imagine a system governed by a single
attractor with many different lobes (the lprenz butterfly attractor has rwo lobes
for example). The dynamics of the systemlies on a trarNieil converging towards
the attractor. The system may move from orbiting around one lobe to another
lobe spontaneously;however, externally applied fluctuations can force such
sfuangesto occur. In contrastto the information processingschemesdiscussed
earlier which move between attractors, we catr conceive of fluctuations in
systemswith critical phasetransition dynamics as moving the stateof the system
within a single complex attractor (or at least on a transient very near to it).

Experiments on network dynamics and computational power
Introducingthe model
The argumentspresentedabove suggestthat it would be interesting to examine
paftern formation in neural networks with critical dynamics, and, if possible, to
assesstheir computational power in this regime, As I mentioned earlier in the
chapter, current artificial neural networks are not constructedwith thesedynamics in mind. On the other hand, both the argument above and some evidence
from electrophysiologicalrecordings (Freeman& van Dijk 1987, Kelso et al.
1992, Young etal. 1992) suggestthat real brains may well support such dynamics. I have therefore studiedthesephenomenain network models which are more
closely based on the anatomy and physiology of the cerebral cortex than most
artificial neural network models. ln the First Neural Computation and Psychology Workshop I discusseda biologically plausible neural network model which
coqld be maintained in a critical dynamic regime over a wide rnnge of conditions
Q(eirtridge 1994). Very briefly, the model consistsof simple spiking neurons
which fire when their membrane potentials exceed a threshold. They are leaky
integrators of their input stimulation, their membrane potential decaying
exponentially with time: if vi(t) > thi then

Y{t;.t, < t + r}, v/t,) = 0, xlr.) = 0
{t,t, = s', ,1 v/t,) = 0, x1Q,)= api

(10.1a)
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Figure 10.1 Connectivity in the network. Solid circles represent neurons, lines 6c
connections between them. For clarity, only 5 % of the connections in the network ard
their associatedneurons are shown.
if v/t)

< t\ then

ff

=-\(t)+
,Lw,ti

( 1 0 .l b t

where vft) is the membranepotential of neuronj at time t, t\(t) is its thrcshold.
4(l) is its action potential, apj is the sign of action potential for that neuron ( + i
for excitatory cells, -1 for hhibitory ones), r is the refractory period of tbc
neuron, t7 is the membrane decay time-constant of the neuron and wu is tbe
strength of synapseftom neuron i to neuronj.
The network consistsof a two-dimensional sheetof theseneurons. Connectivity between treurons in this sheet is spatially localized - the probabiliry of a
synapsefrom one neuron to another being presentbeing inversely proportiooal to
a Gaussianofthe distancebetweenthem (Fig. l0.l). The strengtbsof all srcb
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uniformly andconstantlyaddedto eachneuron.The wavesofactivity producedare
partially desynchronized
allowingmorecomplexinteractionsthanthoseoccurringin
"targetwave"activity
synchronized
very weaklydrivennetworkswith completely
potentialof other
patterns.Firing unitsareshownassolildcircles.Themembrane
to them.
to thediameterof theopencirclescorresponding
unitsii proportional
synapsesare set randomly. All neurons are excitatory in the simulationsdiscussedhere. Whgn such a network is driven by uniform low-intensity stimulation
of all neurons, spatiotemporallyorganizedpatterns of activity develop (Fig.
i0.2). The network exhibits a range of behaviourstypical of systemsundergoing
critical phasetransitions,includingpatternformation.
ln the rest of this chapter I analyzethe behaviour of this model in computational terms.
Measuring

computation

in dynamical systems

The general problem we face is to characterizethe computationalpower of a
system without prior knowledge of the way in which invariances in the system's
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behaviour might correspond to "symbols" or "rules" which could be interprcrcd
ns folming that computation. This problem has been faced by a number of otlcr
authors. One approach is to attempt to adapt the system to solve compuariooei
problems of some known complexity. Attempts to use genetic algorithms to
adapt cellular automatato solve particular computational problems in this runner (Packard 1988) have been beset by difficulties both in characterizingtbc
dynamics of thesediscrete spaceand time systems(Li et al. 1990) and by &tcrmining whether it is those dynamics themselves,rather than their interrrioo
with the genetic algorithms used to searchthe systems' parrmeter spac€, r.'hth
determinesthe capabilities of the systemsfound (Mitchell et al. 1993). The problem of searching the parameter space of the model neural tretwork would bc
much more severethan those encounteredin one-dimensionalcellular automrtr
space.This approachdoes not therefore deemappropriate.
Aa alternative to studying the solution of explicit computational problems s
to characterizethe implicit computationalcomplexity of systems,that is. to
determine the computational power of the simplest machine which can descnbc
the behaviour of the system irrespective of any interpretation of that bebariour
(Crutchfield & Young 1989). The aim is not, therefore, to find a way of achicring a particular computation, but rather of finding what class of computatioo tbc
system would be capableof if a suitable interpretation could be found. Applicetion of this method to very simple dynamical systemssho\rs a qualitative difference between 1hs implicit finite-state computationfound in both ordered ,-l
chaotic regimes atrd the computational power of the type of stack machim required to describe the dynamigs of the system at the transition between ordercd
and chaotic regimes (Crutchfield & Young 1990). Our hypothesis regarding tbc
network is that it too should 5[s\ / this type of behaviour in the critical regimc.
Before describing Crutchfield & Young's algoritbm for producing symbolrc
description of dynamical systemsI will pausebriefly to consider some generd
issuesregarding the computational description of dynamical systems. In gerral
we expect computational systelxi to be composedof discrete symbols ad rules.
whereas dynamical systemsare much more general, covering systernswith both
continuorxi and discrete space atrd time evolution. The symbolic dynamics of a
system with continuous spaceor time variables can be investigatedby discretell'
sampling or averagingthosevariablesto producea version of the system*irb
completely discrete dynamics. This is one of the features of Crutchfield &
Young's algorithm. Once we have produced a discrete picture of a system's
dynamics we then need to abstract a set of rules which describe those discrerc
dynamics. Rule abstraction can be basedupon two separateviews of the fundamental processesgoverning a system's dynamics: deterministic or probabilistic.
Rule abstraction from discrete sequencesis, perhaps, most usually encountered
in the conceptsof algorithmic complexity (Chaitin 1975); here the aim is 1s fiill
the most concise description of a discrete sequenceof symbols - the rate of
growth of the size of this description with the length of string to be described is
an index of the complexity of the string, The most concise descriptions will often
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be in terms of setsof mapphgs between symbol sequencesin the string and new
sets of meta-symbols and of rules governi:rg the allowable transitions between
meta-symbols.Theserules aredeterministic,the outcomeof this is that a symbol
sequencegeneratedfrom a chaotic data stream will always have maximal complexity (becauseno prior sequenceof symbols is guaranteedto predict the next
symbol deterministically, so the only effective description of the string is the
string itself) even though we know the sequencewas produced by a mathematically simple process and we know that only a limited set of states can ever be
encountered. The induction of purely deterministic rules is therefore unlikely to
capture a true picture of a dynamical system in symbolic computational terms.
The alternative is the production of a probabilistic symbolic description of a system's dynamics. Such a description can capture important features of dynamical
systemssymbolically, for example the two distinct orbits of the l,oreu "butterfly" attractor and the relative probabilities of orbiting within and switching
between them. Crutchfield & Young's algorithm producesprobabilistic descriptions of this type, although, if presentedwith data which are described by a simple deterministic process, then an appropriate deterministic reconstruction will
be produced.
The Crutchlield
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& Young algorithm

The aim of the algorithm is to produce the minimum complexiry symbolic
description of a dynamical systemrelative to a random-register Turing machine.
The output of ttre system is the formal machine equivalent (referred to by
Crutchfield & Young as an "e-machine") of a stochastic grarnmar. Essentially
the algorithm dependson finding the set of time invariances in a system's
dynamics which have the simplest (mininun entropy) set of transitions between
them. In outline the algorithm producesan s-machineftom a system's dynamics
4gsqlding to the following procedrue.
Produce a quantized time series from the system's dynamics by dividing its
state spaceinto regions and sampling its position in state spacein terms of these
regions at fixed time intervals. From this time seriesconstruct a probabilistically
labelled tree of all paths tbrough the series up to a given length. From this
tree produce the set of all unique types of subtrees(that is, subtree equivalence
classes)of somesmallerdepth. Thesesubtreeequivalenceclassescon'espondto
time.trrnslation invariancesin the original data strerm. Subtreeuniquenessis
defined both by node labels, topolory and by transition probabilities within the
subtrees. The accuracy of the match in transition probabilities required for
subtreesto be consideredidentical is a parameter 6. From the original tree find
all of the transitions which transform one subtreeinto another (i. e, the transitions from the head of one subtree to the head of another subtree). Using these transitions produce a probabilistically labelled directed graph ofthe allowable transitions between subtrees(subtree equivalence classescorrespotrd to nodes in this
digmph). Repeatthe above procedure with different tree and subtree depths and
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values of the matching parameter6 until the graph indeterminacy16 is miaimized. The graph indeterminacy 16 is defined as

rc = Ip(r) I pGD 2 p(v'lv;s)log(p(v'
lv;s))
vev

s€,{

v'eV

(l 0 - 1 ,

where V is the set of vertices in which v - v' is a particular transition *'bosc
edge is labelled s, p(v'lv; s) is the probability of that transition and p(slv) is tbc
probability that s is emitted on leaving v. This is simply the weigbted conditioneJ
entropy of the graph. It sums the entropies of all individual transitions ber*'eta
nodes (p(v'lv,' s))log(p(v'lv; s)) weighted by the probability of encountering tbc
output node (p(v) times the probability that the symbol labelling an edge from
that node will _ofcurat that node (p(slv)).
Symbolic reconstructions

of cyclic and chaotic dynamics

As the machine reconstructedby this algoritbm is stochastic, the algorithm can
produce concise symbolic descriptions of both chaotic and limit cycle systems.
Figure 10.3 shows some s-machine reconstructions ftom limit cycles producd
by an iterated logistic map (Xt+r = rX,(l -X)). Figure 10.4 shows e-machine
reconstructions from chaotic regions with single, multiple and merging cb.aotic
bands. In these casesthe e-machinereflects the different probability densities of
value ranges ofX in the map and the fiansitions between those regions.
Note that all of these machines are finite - they correspond to regular
languages- the lowest level ofthe Chomsky hierarchy. E-machinescorresponding to higher{evel grammars can, however, be produced by the Crutchfield &
Young algorithm. If a system'sdynamicsis-optimally describedby a higherlevel gremmar the algorithm producestruncations of an infinite machine corresponding to that grammar. Regularities in the structure of this machine ma;allow us to infer the data structures (stacks or tapes) which would allow the
machine to be representedin finite terms and the granmar to which the machir
corresponds. We can distinguish truncations of infinite machines from finire
machines by examining the machines produced from a single data set using
successively larger tree depths in the reconstruction algorithm. If the optimal
e-machine it 1iai6 1foeathis machinewill eventually be produced using a particular tree depth, and when reconstructions are performed using deeper trees the
same machine will be produced. On the other hand, if the optimal e-machine is
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Figure L0.3 s-machine
reconstructions of periods l, 2
and 4 limit cycles from the
iterated logistic map Xr*y : r X,
( 1 - X ) w i t h r : 2 . 5 , 3 . 4 a n d3 . 5
respectively.
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(10.2)

,@"
chaos,rypicalmultiple-band
Figure 10.4 e-machinereconstructions
of single-band
chaosandthemergerfrom doubleto singlechaoticbandsin theiteratedlogisticmapX,*1
= r X, (I - X) with r = 4.0,3.7 ard3.67859respectively.
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Figure 10.5 e-machine
reconstructions
ofthe transitionto chaosin theiteratedlogistic
depthsof 5, 9 andI7 .
mapXr+r: r X, (l - X) with r : 3.570,at reconstruction
infinite then successively larger and larger truncations of the infinite machhe
will be produced as deeper trees are used in the reconstruction. An example of
this can be seen in reconstructions of the e-machineproduced from the logistic
map at t}re transition between periodic and chaotic behaviour shown in Figure
10.5. Itr order to make regularities in the growth of this machine apparent the
digraph is "de-decorated" by collapsing together all deterministic transitions
betweennodes.
We can see from tlese examples that in order to identiry whether a system
such as a neural nefwork is performing intrinsic computation in the context-free
grammar class or above then our criterion must be that the minimal indeterminacy machine size doesnot reach a limit as reconstruction depth is increased.
Applying

the Crutchfield

& Young algorithm

to the neural network

It may appear impractical to apply the Crutchfield {a Jsrrng algoritbm to a network consisting of thousands of neurons (although it is in principle possible)
when it cao take considerable computational resources to reconstnrct an
e-mac.hinesfrom one-dimensionalmaps in someparameter ranges. If, however,
there is some systematic collective behaviour occurring in the nerwork then this
should be reflected in the behaviour of single neurons if sampled over a sufficiently long time. I now present results of machine reconstnrctions from time
ieries of membrane potentials of a single unit from a network showing critical
dynamics sampled over 100000 time steps. As a control, the same neuron was
sampled under identical driving conditions but discoDnectedfrom all other units.
First of all I present some data which give a general impression of the behaviour
of the network and of a single neuron in isolation.
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Figure 10.5 Power spectrum (frequency on the abscissa, power on the
ordinate) of the 5625-neuron network from one neuron of which emachine reconstnrctions were zubsequentlymade.
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Figure 10.7 Interspike interval histogram collected from an individual unit in a netwqt
over approximately 50 000 time steps.

EXPERIMENTS
ON NET'WORK
DYNAMICSAND COMPUTATIONAL
POWER
The network's power spectrumshown in Figure 10.6, measuredin terms of
the number of neurons fuing in the network per tine step, gives some indication
of the global dynamics of the network. The spectrum shows the lf pattern
typical of critically organizedsystemsbut superimposedwith a singlepeakindicating the presenceof some collective periodicity in the nerwork. This spectrum
is remarkably similar to those found by Young et al. (1992) in the visual and
medial-temporal cortices of macaquemonkeys and is quite similar to those
found in the visual cortex of rhesusmonkeysby Freeman& Van Dijk (1987)
(who found lfpower overlaid with multiple, rather than single, periodic peaks).
Work is currently in progress on a more accruate simulation of erc recording
from the network for comparisonwith theseresults.
The power spectrum of individual units does not convey much usefii information due to the responseof the Fourier transfonn to the instantaneousdrops of
membrane potential as the unit fres. An interspike interval histogram, showing
the distribution of times betweenthe generationof successiveaction potetrtials in
a single neuron (Fig. 10.7), however, gives a good conceptionof an individual
unit's behaviour when embeddedin the nenpork.
The sameneuron when isolatedproducesa constant interspike interval of 18,
as would be expected ftom its simple evolution equrtion and constant driving
current. It is also obvious that the effect of being embeddedin an excitatory network can only reduce a unit's interspike interval.
Initially, I would like to explore the application of the €-machinereconstruction algorithm to the isolated neuron. The relative simplicity of its behaviour
allows the meaning of the machine reconstructions to be understood easily. At
the maximum possible sampling rate we can use for reconstruction (corresponding to single time steps in the simulation which generatedthe data) we catr
choose a potential value at which to code 0s and ls in the initial reconstruction
string which discriminates perfectly between the refractory and active phasesof
the neuron. This discretization value falls at a potential between0 and 0.4 for the
current simulation. The machine reconstructed at this sampling rate and using
this discretizationvalue is shownin Figure 10.8.
This machine was reconstructedto a subtree depth of 19 in order to capture
the firll l8-step periodicity of the unit's behaviour. The indeterminacyIc is zero.
The first two layers of reconsffuction establishthe initial point in the time series

f8-

Figure 10.8 Machine reconstnrcted from the membrane
potentialtime seriesof an isolated
model neuron. The sampling rate
and potential discretization were
chosen to highlight the refractory
and active phasesof the neuron's
behaviour. A subtree depth of 19
was used in the reconstruction.
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potentialtime
Figure 10.9 Machinereconstructed
from the membrane
seriesof an isolatedmodel neuron.The samplingrate and potential
werechosento minimizethereconstruction
depthrequired
discretization
to describe
theneuron'sbehaviour.
A subtreedepthof 10wasusedin the
reconstruction.
at which a tree is encountered. Beyond that the paths by which four refract..:-.
steps are always followed by 14 active otrescan clearly be traced around l:e
machhe reconsruction.
Although this reconstruction is easy to relate to the neuron's membra:3
potential time series, we can producs simFler reconstnrctions.If, hstead .-:
discretizing in order to discriminate refractory and active phasesof the neuron's
behaviour, we discretize so that half of the labels in our initial string are 0s anl
half are ls by choosinga value near to half of the neuron's firing tbresholdt::
this case about 2.5) then much shallower recoilitructions can capture the ruil
dynamics of the neuron, as shown in Figure 10.9.
Instead of needing to reconstruct to a subtree depth of 19, an invariant zero
indeterminacy machine is produced at depthsof l0 and above.
ln addition to changing the discretization value we can also gfoangeour sarnpling rate in order to further simplify the reconstructed machine. The machinc
shown in Figure 10.10 was produced using a sampling rate four times as fasr as
that used in the previous examples.
This appearsto be the most concise symbolic description of the neuron's
behaviour possible. Higher sampling rates catr fail to discriminate the refractory
period of the neuron (which also represetrtsthe strongestnonlinearity in its
otherwise almost linear behaviour) and hence tend to produce non-zero indeterminacy reconstnrctions.
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Figure 10.10 Machine reconstructedfrom the membrane
potentialtime seriesof an isolated
model neuron. Potential
discretizationis the sameas that
usedin Figure 10.8; however,
data are only sampled every fourth
time step. A subtreedepth of 8
rvasusedin the reconstruction.
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We now turn to reconsfruction of the behaviour of the sameneuron when it is
embeddedin the network. A reconstruction using exactly the sameparametersas
usedin Figwe 10.10 is shownin Figure 10.11.
The difference between Figures 10.10 and 10.11 is striking. The machine
reconstructedfrom the isolated neuron is clearly fitrite whereas the neuron
embeddedin the network produces a machine which appearsto grow as reconstruction depth increases,which gives no sign of imminent closure and yet which
still has zero indeterminacy. Note, however, that reconstruction was only possible to a subtreedepth of 6, as the number of possiblepaths through the data
becomes extremely large for the embeddedneuron, and computing deeper
reconstructionsbecomesvery time- and space-intensive.
It is also possible to produce machine reconstructiotr by producing strings
labelled I whenever an action potential has just occurred and 0 otherwise. This
initial step does not follow Crutchfield & Young's algorithm; however, the rest
of the reconstruction is standard. This method produces far fewer initial paths
through the data, so a depth 12 reconstruction of the embeddedneuron's behaviour was possible. This is particularly useful since, at a samplingrate of four
timb steps, machine closure due to the maximum periodicity of 18 time steps
would be expectedat a depthofno more than 8. The depth 10 machineproduced
is shownin Figure 10.12.
This reconstruction also appears to be a truncation of an infinite machine;
moreover, it shows the lengthening sequetrcesof deterministic transitions which
are typical sigrrsqf a[21.structures such as stacksor tapes. Its indeterminacy was
zero. These findings strongly suggestthat the behaviour of this single neuron,
when embeddedin a network, is optimally describedby, and is capableof implementing, computation at the level of context-ftee grammars or above.
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Figure 10.11 Machine reconstructed from
the membrane potential time series of a
model neuron embeddedin a network.
Reconstruction parameters were the sane
as thoseused in Figure 10.10. A subtree
depth of 6 was usedin the reconstruction.

Before accepting this conclusion, however, an alternative explanation for this
complex behaviour must be investigated.Would the simple presenceof multiple
interspike interval periodicities in the data stream produce such behaviour? This
alternative explanation can easily be testedusing surrogatedata.
Figure 10.13 showsthe invariant machine reconstruction from surrogate data
in which threeperiodicities,4, 5 and 6, were mixed with different probabilities.
Each choice of period was independentof previous ones. It can clearly be seen
that the reconstructedmachine is finite. ln fact, it doesnot differ in form from a
period 6 reconstruction; the only i:rfluence of the shorter periodicities is to
chatrgethe transition probabilities in the graph.
It might still be arguedthat the suong nonlineariry of refractoriness combined
with multiple independentperiodicities might produce complex machinessuch as
that reconstructedfrom the neuron embeddedin the network. Figure 10.1-1.
which shows a machine reconstructedfrom surrogate data with three independent periodicities of 4, 5 and 6 each followed by a fixed two-step "refractoryperiod, indicates that this is not the case.
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Figure 10.12 Machine reconstnrcted from an action potential time
series of a model neuron embedded in a network. A subtrie depth of 12
was used in the reconstruction.
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Figure 10.13 Machine reconstructed
from surrogatedata in which periodicities
of4, 5 and 6 follow one anotherrandomly with different occurrenceprobabilities(0.3, 0.4 and0.3, respeciively).
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Figure 10.14 Machine recotls{nr-=:
from surrogatedata in which
periodicities of4, 5 and 6 follor (rrr
another randomly with different anr'
renceprobabilities (0.3, 0.4 and ,r l.
respectively).Each period is folllara: :-.
a frxed two-step "refractor.v'
period.
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The conclusionswe can reach from these e-machine reconstructionsarc
is
to
n::.c
dynamis5
neuron's
on
an
individual
the collective effect of the network
is intrinsic computation to the level of context-free granmars or above- T!:s
effect is due to the production of multiple periodicities; moreover, the leqr! c:
each interspike interval must depend on the previous behaviour of the EurcrThis dependencecontinues to outweigh a simple ratrdom prediction of all sr: r
neuron's subsequentbehaviour in minimiziag graph indeterminacy even a la:g:
reconstnrctiondepths.Such long-rangeinfluencesare typical of systems*:'-:
critical dynanics, lending credenceto the hypothesis that neural networks ii 3
critical regime might perform computation beyond regular grammars.

Discussion
Reconstruction

issues

The work presentedhere representsa considerableadvanceon prelimin:T' u ci
I reported in Kentridge (1995a). In that paper the network used produccc
interspike intervals in the range of 30-50 time steps at the maximum sampl:::i
rate. Although the reconstructions presented could identify the refractorl' ari3
active phasesof an isolatedneuron, and could differentiate betweenthe relatively simFle isolated neuron behaviour and more complex embeddedbehar-iou:.
it was quite impractical to reconstructto a depth sufficient to reveal the ruc
nature of the neuron's dynamics. Higher sampling rates could not sigtificandl'
improve the situation, probably becausethe refractory period of the units *as
relatively small and its active behaviour almost linear. These results, togetber
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with those presentedin this chapter, suggestthat adding an explicit nonlinearity
in addition to refractoriness to the model neuron's behaviour may have a significant effect on the practicalities of machine reconstruction.
Explicit
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symbol processing
The recent work aimed at producing 'ncural" implem,entationsof explicitly
symbolic processesmentioned in the introduction (e.g. von der Malsburg &
Bienenstock1986, Shastri & Ajjanagadde1989, Shastri & Ajjanagadde 1993)
has taken a very different approach from the one I have described here. These
explicit approacheshave centred on the problem of variable binding. When the
features of objects are represented as distributed pattertrs of activity in a network, the representationof more than one object at a time in a network becomes
problematic - how can different aspectsof the ovefall pattern of activity in the
network be associatedwith distinct objects? The ability to temporarily bind sets
of representationsor characteristicstogether has far more general uses than the
avoidance of perceptual chimeras. Any use of syntax in information processing
dependsupon binding - how, otherwise, can "the man" sometimesbe the subject
and sometimes be the object of a sentence?The most cornmon solution to the
binding problem in recent years has beento link the aspectsof a network's activity to be associatedwith a distinct entity on a finer timescale than that at which
the co-occurrenceof those entities is represented.In practice this separation
of timescales is achieved by using "neurons" whose activity oscillates quickly
relative to the rate ofappearance ofthe entities being represenled. Bindings are
made through the relative phasesofthese oscillations. Such a system allows the
patterns of activity (defined by the amplitudes of oscillations) corresponding
(e.g. "happy", 'sad", "man", "dog", "subject",
to long-termrepresentations
"object") to be separatedfrom specific instancesin which sets of these pattems
are temporarily bound together (defined by the phaseof oscillations). We can,
for example, begin to representa sentencelike "The sad man hit the happy dog"
by arrenging for neuronsin the panerns correspondingto "sad", 'man" and
'subject"
to oscillate in phase with one another while those representing
"happy", "dog" and "subject" also oscillate togetherbut in a different phase
from the first set. This solution to the binding problem is especially attactive in
the light of recent evidence of stimulus-dependentoscillations of neural activity
in the visual cortex. In the framework I have beendiscussing,variable binding is
only part of the more general problem of implementing symbolic processes
neurally. Taken in isolation, the oscillation tbrough binding story implies that
bound symbols are representedas limit cycles; however, the necessadly temporary nature of binding implies that, at another level, these limit cycles are only
transiently stable. Although I will argue that the neural computation underlying
cognitive processes is best viewed in terms of transient, rather than attractor,
dynamics, the difference between the approachI have described in this chapter
and work on oscillation and binding is really one of emphasis. Whether we
models of "neural"
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chooseto concentrateon stability or the organization of systematictransitioos r:
neural dynamics depends on our interests - on one hand the nature of rcurd
implementation of representations,on the other hand the nature of the proccsscs
which transform those representations.On short timescales, when corrceDlfiurni
on mechanismsof representation,it may be appropriate to treat oscillations. bor!
in model networlc and in real !1ains, as attractors.In this chapter,ho*'ever. I
have attemptedto begil addressinga problem which is set in a longer tirn6€:lc
where tlre transient qualities of a network's dynamics determhe its ftrncuone.l
propertres.
Implications

for cognitive neurocomputation

The work presentedin this chapter can be seenas a hypothesisof brain fimtiooand one can indeed derive propositions from it which may be tested elecrrophysiologically. Our purposehere, however, is to examinethe implicatioos of
this work for our understanding of the nature of neural computation and rts
relationship to copitive processesin languageand memory.
The rest of this section rests on the premise that computation at the level of
context-free grzmmars or above in dynamical systemsrequires nonlinear feedback (seealso Kentridge 1993, Kentridge 1995b). This should be quite unconrroversial. If this computation is to proceedeffectively in the presenceof noise tbca
the system must be in a critical regine, as the network model described earlicr
was. Given these assumptions,how are the equivalentsof symbols aad rulcs
instantiated in dynamicat systems?
Neural computation is transient, memories and experience
are not identical
When we think about dynamical systemswe tend to envisagethem in terms of
attractors. Computation at the level of context-free grammars or above in noisldyn:mical systemscannot, in principle, occur if an attractor is reached.Computation at this level requires the systemto follow a potentially infinite tr2nsieru.
perturbed occasionally by external stimuli. The path of this tr:nsient is, of
course, influenced by topography of the system's state space, which ia turn is
determined by the form of attractors in the system. There is a reason for this
beyond the fact that critical dynamics imply infinite transientsper se (the phenomenon of "critical slowing' in physical systemsnear criticality is evidenceof
the "reluctance" of such systemsto reach attractors). In a systemperforming
computation at or above the level of context-free grammars the prior history of
the system at some arbitrary point in the past must be able to influence the system's evolution. Once a systemhas reachedan attractor it is impossible to determine the path taken into the attractor. When an external influence moves the
system out of the attractor, all information about ttre system's history prior to
reaching that basin of attraction is lost. In order to implement computation more
powerful than regular grammars, then, the dynamics of the system must b€
forever transient.
2W
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What does this mean psychologically?In this model, information is stored
by altering the form of the attractor which governs the system's dynamics.
The attractor is, however, never reached. Stimuli therefore do not recreate
memories. The effect a stimulus has on the state of the system is influenced by
memories (the attractor) but the state of the system is not the sdrneas those
memories.This, of course,makesperfectpsychologicalsense!
Symbols are non-atomic
Symbols in a dynamical systemare invariancesin the system's dynamics. However, in chaotic or nearly'chaotic regimes the system will never exactly retrace
its path, so the invarianceswe can make use of as symbols are only approximate.
Although one particular level of approximation may produce some desired characteristics, such as minimal indeterminacy in the system's symbolic description,
there is no reasonto assumethat invariancesat finer or coarserlevels of approximation might not also be regarded as symbols. As theseinvariancesare approximate, predictions of the transitions between them will also often have to be
approximate. More accuratepredictions can be made for the hansitions between
finer-grained approximate invariances than between coarseoues. The upshot of
this is that a whole lenge of different ways 6f soding a segmentof dynamics in
symbolic terms is possible. Transitions which appearrandom at one level of
coding are less so at other levels. When viewed in theseterms, "symbols" in
neurocomputation are not truly symbolic - rather than being atomic and contentfree they consist of hierarchies of more detailed contents.Thesehierarchies may
mix semantic and syntactic information in a similar way to the structures
revealedby analysesof invariancesin text colpora (e.g. seeChater & Conkey
'represen1994, Finch & Chater 1994). This conclusion saysslightly more than
tations are distributed". Their distribution is also 6seningfirlly structured. It is
particularly interesting to note that Wuensche(1993) arrives at a very similar
notion from a quite different direction in his cellular automaton model of
memory.
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